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WARNING: This article has sexually explicit content.
Concerned citizens all over the country are joining the resistance to what the sexual-radical Left
calls "comprehensive sex education" (CSE). One such group is Informed Parents of
Washington (IPOW), who describe themselves as "a coalition of parents dedicated to fighting
Comprehensive Sexxx Education in our schools and legislation that [infringes on] parental
rights."
They point out that 58% of participants in a statewide survey said they do not want CSE
mandated in the schools. But the Democrats controlling the state Legislature are ignoring the
will of the people. From IPOW:
Currently, Washington State Legislators have introduced 4 bills to mandate CSE to every
school in Washington, grades K-12. While ... districts will not be mandated to use one
particular curriculum ... we provide examples from each of the most popular choices. Make
no mistake, they are all bad.
We are not against sexual education, but we are absolutely against the inappropriate,
pleasure based components within CSE that we feel harm our children[.] ... Elementary age
children do not need to learn about masturbation. Teens should not be told that the pull out
method is more effective than they think. Kids should not be taught that sexting is as innocent
as watching a movie together, schools should not be suggesting co-bathing as an alternative.
We maintain that because CSE is not appropriate for any child, it should not be given as an
option to opt-in or opt-out[.] ... We reject the Legislature's false attempt at appeasement by
offering to allow kids to "opt-out" because we know that is never truly an option. It is
impossible to guarantee that subjects will not be brought up in other classes and one can
never opt out from the talk amongst students.
Another IPOW post explains:
OPT OUT DOESN'T WORK! Not only does Laurie Dils, Sexual Health Education Program
Supervisor for the state of Washington, want to teach your children about sexual pleasure,
she wants to weave comprehensive sexual education into other subject areas. For example,
"Romeo and Juliet."
Good for these parents to oppose CSE. But really, any "sex education" in the schools should be
opposed! All any high school student needs is a basic human physiology class. Many

conservatives don't grasp that allowing anything beyond that opens the door to abuse by
Planned Parenthood and LGBT activist messages (always in the name of "safety").
But the capitulation to "good" sex ed came long ago. And so, we've arrived at the sexualized
school culture described by two young girls below. They went to the Washington State House
on Feb. 20 to testify against S.B. 5395 (which would make CSE mandatory in all public schools).
These 8th-grade girls were subjected in earlier grades to a curriculum called FLASH (Family Life
and Sexual Health). Planned Parenthood has contributed materials to that CSE curriculum (and
others). In grades 4–6, for example, boys and girls (in class together) will learn to properly
name their genitals: penis, scrotum, labia, vulva, vagina. They will fill in a worksheet including
the terms circumcision, conception, ejaculation, erection, genitals, intercourse, nocturnal
emission, semen, sperm, etc. (See more details here.) It's a great way to break down modesty
and get young children thinking and talking about sex during the school day.
Here's just one paragraph from the FLASH curriculum for grades 4–6:
Intercourse is the kind of sexual touch when the penis is in the vagina. It is sometimes called
"vaginal intercourse" or "lovemaking"...but "lovemaking" can mean different things to different
people. [Hint, hint...like anal intercourse?] Ejaculation is what you call it when semen, the
fluid carrying sperm, comes out of the penis. If he ejaculates during intercourse — or even if
he ejaculates onto her labia, without ever putting the penis inside — sperm can swim up into
her uterus[.] (p. 12–13)
Read full article here…

